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Challenge Problems in 
Aerospace Software 

Verification
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Motivation
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Computer controlled systems
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Computer controlled systems

Approximations: program ! precise, system ! precise

Minta Martin Lecture, MIT, May 13th, 2005 — 71 — ľ P. Cousot
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Example of bug report
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ADIRU  = Air Data Inertial Reference Unit (provides air speed, altitude & position)

Example of bug report
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Qantas Airbus A330 accident Media Conference

14 October 2008

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau's investigation into the accident involving an Airbus A330-300 aircraft
operating as Qantas flight 72 on a flight from Singapore to Perth on 7 October 2008 is progressing well. The ATSB
has scheduled the media conference this evening to coincide with the release of an Operators Information
Telex/Flight Operations Telex, which is being sent by Airbus to operators of all Airbus aircraft. The aim of that telex is
to:

update operators on the factors identified to date that led to the accident involving QF72,
provide operational recommendations to mitigate risk in the event of a reoccurrence of the situation which
occurred on QF72.

To assist in understanding the following information, I would just like to refer you quickly to the diagrams projected
on the screen specifically, the term angle of attack which refers to the difference in angle between the aircraft and its
control surfaces, and the air stream as the aircraft moves through the air.

The next diagram is a simple representation of the aircraft and the components relevant to this explanation, which
include the angle of attack sensors located on the outside of the aircraft, the Air Data Inertial Reference Units
(ADIRUs), of which there are three, located in the avionics compartment inside the aircraft, the Flight Control
Primary Computers of which there are also three located in the avionics compartment, and the elevators, located on
the aircrafts horizontal stabiliser. In the context of this occurrence, the angle of attack sensors send raw data to the
ADIRUs, which provide processed angle of attack information to the Flight Control Primary Computers, which in turn
command the elevator position.

Returning to the circumstances of the 7 October flight, preliminary analysis of the Flight Data Recorder data, Post
Flight Report data and Built-in Test Equipment data has enabled the investigation to establish a preliminary
sequence of events this information is also contained in the Airbus telex.

The aircraft was flying at FL 370 or 37, 000 feet with Autopilot and Auto-thrust system engaged, when an Inertial
Reference System fault occurred within the Number-1 Air Data Inertial Reference Unit (ADIRU 1), which resulted in
the Autopilot automatically disconnecting. From this moment, the crew flew the aircraft manually to the end of the
flight, except for a short duration of a few seconds, when the Autopilot was reengaged. However, it is important to
note that in fly by wire aircraft such as the Airbus, even when being flown with the Autopilot off, in normal operation,
the aircrafts flight control computers will still command control surfaces to protect the aircraft from unsafe conditions
such as a stall.

The faulty Air Data Inertial Reference Unit continued to feed erroneous and spike values for various aircraft
parameters to the aircrafts Flight Control Primary Computers which led to several consequences including:

false stall and overspeed warnings
loss of attitude information on the Captain's Primary Flight Display
several Electronic Centralised Aircraft Monitoring system warnings.

About 2 minutes after the initial fault, ADIRU 1 generated very high, random and incorrect values for the aircrafts
angle of attack.

These very high, random and incorrect values of the angle attack led to:

the flight control computers commanding a nose-down aircraft movement, which resulted in the aircraft
pitching down to a maximum of about 8.5 degrees,
the triggering of a Flight Control Primary Computer pitch fault.

The crew's timely response led to the recovery of the aircraft trajectory within seconds. During the recovery the
maximum altitude loss was 650 ft.

The Digital Flight Data Recorder data show that ADIRU 1 continued to generate random spikes and a second
nose-down aircraft movement was encountered later on, but with less significant values in terms of aircraft's
trajectory.

At this stage of the investigation, the analysis of available data indicates that the ADIRU 1 abnormal behaviour is
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likely as the origin of the event.

The aircraft contains very sophisticated and highly reliable systems. As far as we can understand, this appears to be
a unique event and Airbus has advised that it is not aware of any similar event over the many years of operation of
the Airbus.

Airbus has this evening, Australian time, issued an Operators Information Telex reflecting the above information.
The telex also foreshadows the issue of Operational Engineering Bulletins and provides information relating to
operational recommendations to operators of A330 and A340 aircraft fitted with the type of ADIRU fitted to the
accident aircraft. Those recommended practices are aimed at minimising risk in the unlikely event of a similar
occurrence. That includes guidance and checklists for crew response in the event of an Inertial Reference System
failure.

Meanwhile, the ATSB's investigation is ongoing and will include:

Download of data from the aircraft's three ADIRUs and detailed examination and analysis of that data.
Arrangements are currently being made for the units to be sent to the component manufacturer's facilities
in the US as soon as possible and for ATSB investigators to attend and help with that testing, along with
representatives from the US National Transportation Safety Board, The French Bureau dEnquêtes et
dAnalyses (BEA) and Airbus.
In addition, investigators have been conducting a detailed review of the aircraft's maintenance history,
including checking on compliance with relevant Airworthiness Directives, although initial indications are that
the aircraft met the relevant airworthiness requirements.
Work is also ongoing to progress interviews, which will include with injured passengers to understand what
occurred in the aircraft cabin. The ATSB plans to distribute a survey to all passengers.

There has been close and frequent communication between the ATSB, Qantas, Airbus, the BEA, and CASA. That
close communication will continue as the investigation progresses to ensure that any additional safety action can be
instigated as soon as possible should critical safety factors be identified. The ATSB expects to publish a Preliminary
Factual report in about 30 days from the date of the accident.

Media Contact: David Hope 1800 020 616

Related Documents: | Audio file of media conference, 14 October 2008 (18 MB) |

http://www.atsb.gov.au/newsroom/2008/release/2008_43.aspx,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qantas_Flight_72

“The Australian Transport
Safety Bureau (ATSB) found
that the main probable cause
of this incident was a latent
software error which allowed
the ADIRU to use data from a
failed accelerometer”

Airbus, 12/04/2008 — 4 — ľ P. Cousot
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• The initial effects of the fault were:    
• false stall and overspeed warnings
• loss of attitude information on the Captain's primary flight 

display
• several Electronic Centralised Aircraft Monitoring (ECAM) 

system warnings
• About two minutes later,  ADIRU #1, which was providing data to 

the captain's primary flight display, provided very high (and false) 
indications for the aircraft's angle of attack, leading to: 

• the flight control computers commanding a nose-down 
aircraft movement, which resulted in the aircraft pitching 
down to a maximum of about 8.5 degrees,

• the triggering of a Flight Control Primary Computer pitch 
fault.

• On 15 January 2009 the EASA issued an Emergency 
Airworthiness Directive to address the above A330 and A340 
Northrop-Grumman ADIRU problem of incorrectly responding 
to a defective inertial reference.
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• A memo leaked from Airbus on the Flight 447 (from Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil, to Paris, that crashed into the Atlantic Ocean on 1 
June 2009) suggests that there was no evidence that Honeywell 
manufactured ADIRU malfunction was similar to the failure of the 
Northrop Grumman manufactured ADIRU in Qantas flight 
incidents 

An Air Data Inertial Reference Unit (ADIRU) is a key component of the integrated Air Data 
Inertial Reference System (ADIRS), that supplies air data (airspeed, angle of attack and altitude) 
and inertial reference (position and attitude) information to the pilots' Electronic Flight 
Instrument System displays as well as other systems on the aircraft such as the engines, 
autopilot, flight control and landing gear systems

LTN-101 FLAGSHIP™ GNADIRU

The LTN-101 FLAGSHIP™ is an integrated
global navigation, air data, inertial 
reference unit (GNADIRU) that has 
re-defined industry standards for laser 
inertial navigation systems:
•Hardware
•Software
• Performance
• Reliability
Introduced in 1992, FLAGSHIP has 
established an exceptional reliability record
of over 16,000 operating hours MTBF on
such leading commercial aircraft as the
Airbus wide and narrow body families,
Canadair Regional Jet and CL604, and the
Saab 2000. Now, with the incorporation of
Autonomous Integrity Monitored
Extrapolation (AIME™) technology, 
FLAGSHIP offers 0.3 navigation accuracy
worldwide, 24 hours a day.

FLAGSHIP lowers ownership
costs through:
• Increased functionality and flexibility 

- Integrated GPS and air data
- ARINC 704/738-compatible without  

modification
- Interchangeable with 10-MCU 

ARINC 704 and 738 by use of adapter 
tray only

- Offers AIME technology
- Provides  LNAV advisory, VNAV, and 

growth to precision approaches
• New generation reliability

- MTBF of over 16,000 operating hours 
- Minimal false removals

• Enhanced maintainability
- Advanced built-in test to Level II
- In-flight fault diagnostics
- System and module BIT history storage

With the incorporation
of  AIME™ technology,
FLAGSHIP™ offers 
0.3 navigation 
accuracy worldwide, 
24 hours a day.

Navigation Systems
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Examples of breakthroughs 
in MC for avionics
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Example of successful application
• ADGS- 2100 Adaptive Display and Guidance System 

Window Manager (1)

• Five components analyzed independently, 9.8x109 to 1.5x1037 
states, boolean, enumeration type and small integer types

• 563 properties checked, 98 errors found

8
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practice

Ultimately, 563 properties about 
the WM were developed and checked, 
and 98 errors were found and correct-
ed in early versions of the WM model. 
This verification was done early in the 
design process while the design was 
still changing. By the end of the proj-
ect, the WM developers were check-
ing the properties after every design 
change. 

CerTA FCS Phase I. Our second case 
study was sponsored by the U.S. Air 
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) un-
der the Certification Technologies for 
Advanced Flight Critical Systems (Cer-
TA FCS) program in order to compare 
the effectiveness of model checking 
and testing.12 In this study, we applied 
our tools to the Operational Flight 
Program (OFP) of an unmanned aerial 
vehicle developed by Lockheed Mar-
tin Aerospace. The OFP is an adaptive 
flight control system that modifies its 
behavior in response to flight condi-
tions. Phase I of the project concen-
trated on applying our tools to the 
Redundancy Management (RM) log-

production models that we have ex-
amined, very few counterexamples are 
longer than a few steps.

Case Studies
To be of any real value, model check-
ing must be able to handle much larg-
er problems. Three case studies on the 
application of our tools to industrial 
examples are described here. A fourth 
case study is discussed in Miller et al.7

ADGS-2100 Window Manager. One of 
the largest and most successful appli-
cations of our tools was to the ADGS-
2100 Adaptive Display and Guidance 
System Window Manager.13 In modern 
aircraft, pilots are provided aircraft 
status primarily through computer-
ized display panels similar to those 
shown in Figure 3. The ADGS-2100 is 
a Rockwell Collins product that pro-
vides the heads-down and heads-up 
displays and display management 
software for next-generation commer-
cial aircraft.

The Window Manager (WM) ensures 
that data from different applications is 

Figure 3. Pilot display panels.

routed to the correct display panel. In 
normal operation, the WM determines 
which applications are being displayed 
in response to the pilot selections. 
However, in the case of a component 
failure, the WM also decides which in-
formation is most critical and routes 
this information from one of the re-
dundant sources to the most appropri-
ate display panel. The WM is essential 
to the safe flight of the aircraft. If the 
WM contains logic errors, critical flight 
information could be unavailable to 
the flight crew.

While very complex, the WM is speci-
fied in Simulink using only Booleans 
and enumerated types, making it ideal 
for verification using a BDD-based mod-
el checker such as NuSMV. The WM is 
composed of five main components 
that can be analyzed independently. 
These five components contain a total 
of 16,117 primitive Simulink blocks 
that are grouped into 4,295 instances 
of Simulink subsystems. The reachable 
state space of the five components rang-
es from 9.8 × 109 to 1.5 × 1037 states. 

(1)  S.P. Miller, M.W. Whalen, and D. Cofer, Software Model Checking Takes Off, CACM, 53(2), Feb. 
2010, pp. 58 — 64
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Example of promising application
• Effector Blender (EB) logic of an Operational flight 

program (OFP) for an Unmaned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) (I)

• 2000 basic Simulink blocks for generating the actuator 
commands for the 6 UAV control surfaces

• Specification: commands within dynamically computed 
limits

• Floats ! fixed-point ! integers (for SMT-solver): unsound

• OFP is too large model to include aircraft model

• Even OFP alone need to be decomposed into subsystems

9

(1)  S.P. Miller, M.W. Whalen, and D. Cofer, Software Model Checking Takes Off, CACM, 53(2), Feb. 
2010, pp. 58 — 64
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MC characteristics
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• Works on models (e.g. translated to Lustre – from 
which C programs can be generated)

• Check user-provided safety and liveness 
specifications (via very expressive temporal logics)

• Universal representations of properties (set 
enumeration/BDDs/predicates) and models 
(transition systems)

• Fully automatic

• Counter-examples are provided for specification 
violations
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Limits of MC tools
• Models (e.g. reals in Scade) not programs (e.g. floats)

• Requires a specification of the model (often as 
complex as the model, limited expressibility)

• Combinatorial state explosion :

• Large models have to “be broken down into ... 
components analyzed individually”

• Either sound by exhaustive verification with 
restriction to booleans, enumerated types, small 
integers, etc

• Or, unsound bug-finding with partial exploration, 

11
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Examples of breakthroughs 
in AI for aerospace

12
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AI breakthroughs
• Beyond research, static analyzers start being 

deployed in industrial production, e.g.:

• Astrée (2): absence of runtime errors in 
synchronous control/command programs

• AiT (3): worst case execution time analysis

• Clousot (4): static contract checking for .NET

13

(2) http://www.absint.de/astree/
(3) http://www.absint.de/ait/
(4) http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/default.aspx?id=70614
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• Verification of the absence of RTE in the electric 
flight control C code of the A380

• = 1000,000 LOCS, 48h (15h on a quadriprocessor), 
no false alarm

• Example of non-linear domain-specific abstraction: 
numerical filters, cumulation of rounding errors for 
floats, etc

14

Example of successful application (5)

(

(5) http://www.astree.ens.fr/

~
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Example of promising application
• Analysis of a parallel program (kernel of an actual C 

application on ARINC 653, leaving out SCADE and 
error recovery)

• 5 concurrent communicating processes, 100,000 LOCS, 
no decomposition needed, absence of RTE

• about 70 false alarms (essentially due to the total 
absence of input specifications or to the imprecision of 
the interference analysis)

15
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• Consider a semantic model of programs (in programming or 
specification languages)

• Formally define the strongest properties of interest in the form of an 
infinite collecting semantics (e.g. traces, reachable states)

• Systematic design of a sound (weaker) abstract semantics by 
combining many abstractions of program properties in infinite 
abstract spaces

• Property inference by effective approximation of the abstract 
semantics (widening/narrowing)

• Use the abstract semantics to answer questions (e.g. is the specification 
satisfied? or what is the interval of variation?)

• Always sound, scales up, but sometimes incomplete (false alarms)

• False alarms can be reduced or even eliminated (= proof) by 
considering domain specific abstractions

16

AI characteristics
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Example of generic abstractions in Astrée
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Examples of abstractions used by Astrée

semantics intervals simple congruences
set of points x 2 [a; b] x ” a[b]

octagons ellipsoids exponentials

˚x˚ y 6 a ax2 + by2 + cxy 6 d x(t) 6 abt

Airbus, 12/04/2008 — 10 — ľ P. Cousot

Examples of abstractions used by Astrée

semantics intervals simple congruences
set of points x 2 [a; b] x ” a[b]

octagons ellipsoids exponentials

˚x˚ y 6 a ax2 + by2 + cxy 6 d x(t) 6 abt

Airbus, 12/04/2008 — 10 — ľ P. Cousot
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Example of analysis session with Astrée

18

Analysis session

Jérôme Feret 12 January, 2010Random input of the Boolean B1, the float NUM_input in [-10,10] at most 10h at 10ms clock tick. An exponential is 
used to bound the accumulation of rounding errors over time.
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Limits of AI tools
• Semantics of real-life programming languages is hard to define

• Essentially trace-based safety properties (+ termination by 
reduction to safety) because of infinite systems

• Many tools are built for implicit specifications (e.g. RTE + 
assert), with important exceptions (e.g. Clousot), not 
mandatory (monitoring (9))

• Indecidability + Soundness " Incompleteness " False alarms

• No concrete counter-examples (only in the abstract, hard to 
concretize for hour-long error scenari)

• Cost/precision efficient balancing is domain specific (no 
“universal” abstraction for infinite systems)

19
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Combining MC + AI

20
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(MC U AI)*

• (MC U AI)*, would juxtapose MC and AI analyzes on 
common models and specifications

• e.g.

• Finite abstractions of model by AI plus MC of 
finite model (predicate abstraction)

• State space reduction by AI ahead of MC (8)

• etc

• Great, but cumulates the limits of both MC & AI

21

(8) Patrick Cousot, Radhia Cousot: Refining Model Checking by Abstract Interpretation. Autom. Softw. 
Eng. 6(1): 69-95 (1999)
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Combining MC + AI

22

• MC+AI looks like the ideal solution (9)

• But

• Decidable MC + Undecidable AI = Undecidable!
i.e. we must be able to analyze infinite models without reduction to a finite model or 
decidable models (which has fundamental limitations) 

• The key is induction: “easy” for safety (widening/
narrowing), extremely difficult for liveness (dual 
narrowing)

• Can only be a long term goal of the expedition 
(3/4 years)

(9) Patrick Cousot, Radhia Cousot: Temporal Abstract Interpretation. POPL 2000: 12-25
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Challenges in MC + AI

• Liveness properties for infinite systems is the main 
difficulty

• A temporal logic is both certainly complex and not 
often used in its full generality and not expressive 
enough

• Directions:

• Which (liveness) properties should we consider 
first in combining MC + AI? 

• We need examples of discrete/hybrid systems to 
be verified for this class of properties

23
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Examples of challenges in 
aerospace

24
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Challenge I: abstraction inference
• Control/command programs are generated from 

mathematical models 

• The controller mathematical model is “hidden” in the 
control program (dt ! clock tick)

• By abstracting a simplified mathematical model from 
the program, we could

• Study mathematically this simplified model

• Which yields program-specific numerical 
abstractions for the program analysis

• Hopefully, more precise than generic abstractions

25
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A trivial example (for intuition)

• A loop iteration in dt (as in synchronous control)
• A simple abstract interpretation yields 

       

• so x(t) = 3t + x0   (x0 = 1 by the initial condition) is 
the appropriate abstraction

• A simple abstract interpretation shows x ! [1,10]

• Proving e.g. termination (preserved by abstraction)
26

x=1;
while (x<10) {
   x = x+3;
}

 dx
––– = 3 dt
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Challenges in avionics (II): closing the loop

27

• Analysis of control/command applications 
(synchronous or asynchronous)

• Current state:

• Ideally:

• Useful approximation:

ControllerInput abstraction

Plant model

Controller

Plant abstraction

Controller
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Challenge (II): reactive properties
• Abstraction of plant models:

• To derive a sound abstraction of the plant 
behavior (output/input relation from differential 
equations), on one step

• To be used in the analysis of reactive properties

• We can start by thinking of plant models as 
differential equations / hybrid systems

• Directions:

• We need to have plant models to abstract

• We need to know which reactive properties are 
of interest?

28
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Challenge (III): imperfect synchrony
• The quasi-synchronism model may be wrong so 

simulation is unsound

• Imperfectly synchone (hardware) systems are very 
hard to test

• Automatic formal methods are the “only” alternative

• Directions:

• Examples of imperfectly synchone systems are 
extremely rare in the academic world

• Which are the main properties of interest?

29
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Analysis of an imperfectly clocked system (10)

30

Real code Analysis Analysis

Static analysis of communicating imperfectly clocked

redundant units

REDUNDANT UNIT #2
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Specification : no alarm raised with a normal input

2/3 )0 )
input stability < ∆ : Between 2

3 × ∆ input stability > ∆ : the analyzer
counter-example and ∆ : ? proves the specification

Julien Bertrane, ENS Paris Static analysis of imperfectly-clocked synchronous systems using continuous-time abstract domains 45/49

(10) Julien Bertrane: Proving the Properties of Communicating Imperfectly-Clocked Synchronous Systems. SAS 2006: 370-386
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Challenge (IV): security analysis
• The computer network designed to give passengers 

in-flight internet access, is connected to the plane's 
control, navigation and communication systems, an 
FAA report reveals (11).

• Firewalls are extremely vulnerable

• Beyond internet, sound security analysis is also a 
challenge in avionics

31

(11) http://www.wired.com/politics/security/news/2008/01/dreamliner_security, citing http://
cryptome.info/faa010208.htm
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Conclusion

32
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Conclusion
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• Extending the scope of automatically verifiable 
properties for large infinite systems (liveness, security, 
quantitative, probabilistic, etc) is a grand challenge for 
FM

• Scaling up beyond synchrony eg to

• Imperfect synchrony

• Parallel programs

• Closing the discrete controller + continuous plant  loop 
is a big challenge in the verification of complex control/
command systems

is a big challenge, including in aerospace.


